ALTED STATES
Retail faces changes and challenges in nearly every aspect of operations, executives eye innovative solutions. Business Insights, p. 13

EUROPEAN TEXTILE PREVIEW
An in-depth interview with Lenzing CEO Stefano Doboczky and a look ahead at Milano Unica, Première Vision and Texworld. Agenda, p. 16

BRUNO MAGLI AT 50
The venerable Italian label adjusts its fashion to the times, but remains true to its aesthetic. Milestones, p. 33

FARM TO FASHION
BACK TO NATURE PRETTY RESONATES THROUGH RESORT CHIC.
Tech
and
Textiles

A family of four fairs will focus on fabrics and mills utilizing advanced technologies.

BY KATIA FORRESTER

Discover Ecoworx Thru our pattern collections.

AGENDA EUROPEAN TEXTILE PREVIEW